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Creativity is one of the finest traits that a school leader must imbibe. A school leader that is creative may greatly inspire, immensely influence and impressively bring hope and positivity to the entire school institution.

A creative school leader initiates innovation and invention. The school leader sees to it that innovations are steadily and artistically introduced to teachers and students. In this way being creative is apparently being inventive.

A creative school leader has a huge dream for the school. The dream of the creative school leader is to seek the best in all aspects of the school including instructions, operations, faculty development and students’ development, learning resources, facilities and partnership with the stakeholders in the community. This shows that a creative school leader is imaginative and visionary.

A creative school leader has a constructive solution to any problem. The school leader is capable of finding the easiest ways to resolve the situation. This may also be seeing the good side of the problem in order to avoid any unfavorable condition. It proves that a creative school leader employs better solutions.

A creative school leader enhances the skills and talents of teachers. School leaders should be the way for the teachers to reach their fullest potentials. Giving them the opportunity to practice their talents and skills in school may assist them to shine in their respective endeavors. This connotes that a creative school leader inspires and influences the subordinates.
A creative school leader pushes the academic achievement of learners. It is one of the big responsibilities of a school leader to assure that the students are improving academically through the supervision of the teaching-learning process and through the latest learning styles. It just proves that the creative school leader sees to it that quality and ingenious instructions are being implemented increasingly to the diverse learners.

A creative school leader works for the improvement of the school facilities. The school leader works for the continuous and progressive changes in the school. He or she utilizes the school funds and seeks the help of the local government in redesigning the school amenities making them more conducive, attractive, safe and comfortable. This suggests that a creative school leader is resourceful.

A creative school leader intensifies partnership with stakeholders in the community. Holding activities wherein the parents, barangay officials, alumni and other external stakeholders could emanate the school leader’s creativity. Having a general assembly, parenting, symposium, outreach program and among others would be advantageous to the school community as a whole. This means that a creative school leader thinks not only for the school but also for advantage of the whole community as well.

A picture of a creative school leader may serve as encouragement and inspiration to all school heads or principals in thinking the best for their schools.
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